Abstract. It is well known that linear geometric operations (like the exterior differential) commute with the Lie derivative. A detailed analysis of both the concepts of geometric operations and of Lie di erentiation leads to the proof of a converse implication even in the nonlinear case. So naturality is equivalent to commuting with Lie di erentiation. We also generalize this result to the case of gauge natural operators. 
where Fl X denotes the ow of the vector eld X (see Terng, 78] 
For every natural bundle F the Lie derivative is a natural operatorL: T F ! V F de ned on the sections of the bered products TM M FM ! M.
If F is a natural vector bundle, then V F is naturally equivalent to F F and the second component of our Lie derivative is just the classical Lie derivative L. 1.6. Consider r-th order natural bundles F and G with standard bers S and Q. 
where is the map induced by the canonical natural equivalence J r V ! V J r .
Proof. Writing for the action of the jet group on T k m S we have: For the nonlinear case we need a generalization of the Peetre theorem due to Slov ak, 88]. The general result is rather technical and so we formulate a special case which we shall need.
Proposition. Let N ! M and N 0 ! M be bered manifolds and let D: C 1 (N) ! C 1 (N 0 ) be a regular local operator. Then for every xed section s 2 C 1 (N) and for every compact set K M, there is an order r 2 N and a neighborhood V of s in the compact open C 1 -topology such that for every x 2 K and s 1 , s 2 2 V the condition j r x s 1 = j r x s 2 implies Ds 1 (x) = Ds 2 (x). We have to verify that this is a correct de nition. So let us x q = @ @t 0 s t and x 2 M. By 1.7 the operator D is of order 1 and thus is induced by a mapD : J 1 N ! N 0 . Moreover each in nite jet has a neighborhood in the inverse limit topology on J 1 N on whichD only depends on r{jets for some nite r. Thus there is neighborhood U of x in M and a locally de ned smooth mapD r : J r N ! N 0 such that Ds t (y) =D r (j r y s t ) for y 2 U and for t su ciently small. So we get (V D)q(x) = @ @t 0 (D r (j r x s t )) = TD r ( @ @t 0 j r x s t ) = (TD r )(j r x q) and thus the de nition does not depend on the choice of the family s t . As it was noticed in 1.1 we may assume that both natural bundles F and G are of some nite order, say k. Thus we have actions of G r+k m on T r m S and, Formula (4) covers many well known formulas for Lie derivatives of values of geometric operations. Let us mention e.g. the commutation with the exterior differential or the Jacobi identity for the Lie bracket.
3.2. For an important class of vector bundle functors we can prove a stronger version of theorem 2.3: Let E 1 ; : : :; E k be r{th order natural vector bundles corresponding to actions i of the jet group G r m on standard bers S i , and assume that with the restricted actions i jG 1 m the spaces S i are invariant subspaces in spaces of the form j ( pj R m qj R m ). In particular this applies to all natural vector bundles which are subbundles in tensor bundles. Given any natural vector bundle F we have Theorem. Every local regular k-linear operator
over an m{dimensional manifold M which satis es (4) 4. Generalizations 4.1. Categories over manifolds. In geometry we often meet operations depending on some further structures of the underlying manifolds like a bration, a symplectic structure, etc. The original theory of natural bundles and operators has been modi ed for these more general situations using the concept of a category over manifolds, i.e. a category C endowed with a forgetful functor into Mf, see Kol a r, 90] and Kol a r{Michor{Slov ak, Chapter V]. In this case, the ow operator is dened on the so called C-elds, the elds whose ows consist of local C-morphisms. Let us x a Lie group G and write PB m (G) for the category whose objects are Note that for the trivial structure group we recover the concepts of natural bundles and operators.
We de ne PB + m (G) as the category of principal G{bundles over oriented m{ dimensional manifolds and morphisms over orientation preserving local di eomorphisms.
4.3. If two PB m (G)-morphisms f, g: P ! P satisfy j r y f = j r y g at a point y 2 P x of the ber of P over x 2 BP, then the fact that the right translations of principal bundles are di eomorphisms implies j r z f = j r z g for every z 2 P x . In this case we write j r x f = j r x g and say that f and g have the same ber r{jet at x, cf. Kol a r, 84]. The set of ber r-jets between P and P is denoted by J r (P; P).
A gauge natural bundle F is said to be of order r, if j r x f = j r x g implies FfjF x P = FgjF x P. Every gauge natural bundle is of nite order (c.f. Eck, 81] (6) 4.4. In nitesimally gauge-natural operators. For a right invariant vector eld X 2 X(P) the de nition of the Lie derivativeL X s of a section s of a gauge natural bundle is similar to the one given in 1.5:L X s :=L ( X;FX) s, where X is the vector eld on the base manifold corresponding to X and F is the obvious analog of the ow operator. Thus we have:
(7)L X ((Fl X t ) s) =L X (F(Fl X ?t ) s Fl X t ) = @ @t (F(Fl X ?t ) s Fl X t ) = = T(F(Fl X ?t )) L X s Fl X t = (Fl X t ) (L X s)
Consider two gauge natural bundles F and E, and a principal ber bundle P with structure group G.
A local regular operator D: C 1 (FP) ! C 1 (EP) is called in nitesimally gaugenatural if we haveL X (Ds) = V D(L X s) for all right invariant vector elds X 2 X(P) and for all sections s 2 C 1 (FM).
Using formulas (5), (6) and (7) instead of (1), (2) and (3) 
